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When it’s time to plan a fun summer date, you can create the perfect outfit. Democracy 
Clothing can help you build a summer wardrobe that keeps you looking and feeling great for all 
your favorite summer activities. As a casual lifestyle brand that loves all things denim, 
Democracy Clothing offers a variety of stylish silhouettes—including slim straight jeans and 
boot cut jeans—along with skirts, tops, and shorts. With these pieces, you can add some denim 
to your summer dates. Plus, your partner can match by wearing some denim of their own. 
 

 
 
Wide Leg Jeans and a Tucked-In Top 
 
Wide leg jeans are a popular silhouette, and they stay super breezy because they are ultra-
relaxed through the thighs, knees, and calves. That’s a major benefit of the wider silhouette. 
Democracy Clothing offers wide leg jeans in denim and cargo styles, so you can choose your 
favorite way to wear the look. Pair it with a woven blouse tucked into the “no-gap” elastic 
waistband for the perfect fit. 
 
Utility Skirts with a Basic Tee 
 
If jeans aren’t your thing, Democracy Clothing still has you covered with versatile summer date 
attire thanks to their chic utility skirts. The edgier, midi-length skirts from Democracy Clothing 
look great with a form-fitting tee and a pair of low-top sneakers or pretty wedges. Wear this 
outfit to casual coffee shop dates or dress it up for a meal at a semi-casual restaurant.  
 
Denim Shorts and a Lightweight Sweater 
 
You can’t complete your summer wardrobe without a pair of shorts. Democracy Clothing offers 
a selection of shorts made with their “Ab”solution® fit technology. With a “no-gap” waistband, 
tummy-smoothing mesh panels, and strategically placed back pockets and a sweetheart-shaped 

https://democracyclothing.com/collections/slim-straight-jeans
https://democracyclothing.com/


yoke to give you a “booty-lift” effect, these denim shorts are your summer dream come true. 
Plus, there are a wide variety of lengths to choose from, including 7-inch inseams and Bermuda 
shorts. Everyone can find a look they love! 
 
Cropped Flare Jeans with a White Tank 
 
Cropped flare jeans are a trending, summery take on the boot jeans women love throughout 
the cooler months. The cropped look makes things a little easier-going for summer, and the 
flare keeps your style playful and exciting. Make your jeans the center of your outfit by wearing 
some light wash or white cropped flares with a plain white tank top for mini golf or café stops.  
 
Jegging Jeans and a Shacket 
 
Jeggings are a comfortable option if you don’t feel like slipping into a pair of boot cut or slim 
straight jeans. They’re practical and pair well with oversized tops, including those trendy 
shackets you see everywhere. If you get to enjoy summer by the coast, things might get chilly in 
the early mornings or after the sun sets. Style your dark wash “Ab”solution® jegging jeans from 
Democracy Clothing with a flowy spaghetti strap top, and finish off your look with an oversized 
shacket for chillier moments throughout the day.  
 
Find your next summer date night outfit with Democracy Clothing  
at https://democracyclothing.com/ 
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/4aunTHb  
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